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In his German sermon 5a, Meister Eckhart (d. 1328), a Dominican teacher, preacher, and mystic, asks whether we can claim that the human being who loves God becomes God. 1 Though he concedes that such a statement may appear impious, he asserts that in love only one exists, not two, because "in love I am more God than I am in myself." 2 "It sounds wondrous," he admits, "that the human being is thus able to become God in love; however, it is true in the eternal truth." 3 Eckhart spools the metaphor of love into a supple descriptor that includes God, the human being, and the unifying force that transforms the relationship between human and divine. I contend that the multivalent signifier of love lies at the heart of Eckhart's mysticism and constitutes a central topos that discloses the substance of his mystical theology. Such a perspective, however, is not widely shared, for Eckhart is commonly characterized as a speculative thinker-that is, as one who privileges the terms of being and knowledge in mapping the mystical journeyand as the father of German speculation. 4 In this article, I want to rather in later binary constructions that are at least partly embedded in essentialist fallacies regarding what constitutes "male" and "female" categories, language, and capacities for mystical achievement. 6 These essentializations and generalizations that haunt theoretical reflection on mysticism simplify the great discursive and symbolic diversity of mystical representations in the history of Christian mysticism. The failure to nuance the reading of Eckhart's mysticism by addressing the function of love in his thought robs his mystical vision of its full conceptual scope and rich understanding of human spiritual potential. It also posits an artificial bifurcation between Eckhart's mysticism and women's mysticism and obfuscates their fruitful relationship. Amy Hollywood notes that Beguine influences on Eckhart break down stark contrasts between women's affective spirituality and men's speculative mysticism: "The putative division between men's and women's forms of spirituality arises already in the Middle Ages and is picked up in various ways by modern scholarship (most recently . . . by Bynum). The distinction does not bear up to careful scrutiny, yet it continues to wield tremendous power." 7 Building on Hollywood's critique, I maintain that re- 2001 ), 5-7. Sara Poor also notes that "the opposition . . . between the heilsam (healing) effect of speculative mysticism and the ekstatische Visionsmystik or Gefühlsmystik (ecstatic visionary mysticism or emotional mysticism) has lasting consequences. Indeed, the legacy of this categorization has been the consistent distinction in histories and encyclopedias between the speculative or philosophical thought of male mysticism and the emotional experience of female mystics, a distinction that . . . reinforces the identification of the masculine with mediated and rational knowledge and the feminine with immediate and irrational experience" (Sara Poor thinking the dynamic openness between the attributes of love, being, and intellect can help us arrive at a more adequate understanding of Eckhart's thought specifically and Christian mysticism generally.
In Eckhart's writings, love contains an expansive range of meanings that includes God as love and the loving relationship between God and humanity. However, since Eckhart's fluid mysticism precludes stasis and stratification, love is intimately associated with the other signifiers, especially being and intellect. For Eckhart, the interplay between the terms cannot be broken apart in God and in detached human existence and experience. This interplay prompts Eckhart to move beyond Franciscan and Dominican positions on salvation (favoring love or knowledge, respectively, as the central mechanism) and state, "The perfection of blessedness lies in both: in understanding and in love." 8 Hence, Eckhart's mystical theology defies easy categorization.
In expressing the polyvalent dimensions of love, Eckhart employs a variety of terms, principally amor, dilectio, and caritas in his Latin writings and minne and liebe in his Middle High German texts. Importantly, Eckhart does not differentiate these terms by assigning specific meanings and degrees of love to them, but he uses them interchangeably to depict such a wide scope as God and creation.
9 His fluid taxonomy of Kümmerle, 1986 ], 227-30). Thus, while Eckhart's intricate process of attribution (e.g., his flexible employment of the transcendental terms and his apophatic linguistic strategy) is, to a certain extent, unique in love, therefore, does not clearly distinguish between God's love and love of God, neighbor, and self by ascribing particular concepts to particular forms of love. Since Eckhart's main concern is the inclusivity and unity of pure, detached love, he also shows little interest in exploring important medieval differentiations of love (e.g., affective, caritative, and intellective forms of love), as these designations signal discrete, fixed forms of love. Eckhart's linguistic flexibility is symptomatic of his constant use of reversible analogy, mobile perspectives, and apophasis, which emancipates his thought from ossified differentiations of love and distinctions between love, intellect, and being. By saying and unsaying, Eckhart liquefies his language further, yielding the terms convertible but not conflatable in the void of detachment.
The aim of this article is to redress the tendency to characterize Eckhart's mysticism as one-sidedly speculative and to argue for the centrality of love in Eckhart's thought. To illuminate the vital function of love in his mystical theology, I will proceed in four main steps. First, I analyze why love has been eclipsed in the study of Eckhart's mysticism and why I believe this characterization of Eckhart's thought to be deficient. Second, to contextualize the love metaphor within Eckhart's mysticism, I examine Eckhart's so-called metaphysics of flow and his notions of detachment and apophasis. Such contextualization can help reveal the extent to which Eckhart's fluid mysticism precludes the privileging of any one descriptor (whether that is intellect, being, or love) and refutes dualism. Third, I explicate significant passages from Eckhart's writings to demonstrate the profound importance of love in Eckhart's mysticism. Fourth, I consider the implications of this retrieval of love in Eckhart's mysticism not only for our understanding of Eckhart's thought but also for our understanding of the place of love in Christian mysticism considered more broadly.
love lost: the marginalization of love in eckhart's mysticism
The tendency of Eckhartian scholarship to neglect love stems, at least in part, from reading love as relationality or as a desirous action, motion, or force. Viewing love (and relationality) as uprooted and disconnected from being in turn renders love a superficial category characterized by its movement toward a particular object and by its presits fundamental disinterest in ascribing exact meanings to the signifiers, it also, importantly, exploits a previous referential ambiguity with regard to the relationships among caritas, amor, and dilectio in the Latin Christian tradition and between minne and liebe in the Middle High German theological and literary discourse.
ervation of a static subject-object duality.
10 Love is hence seen as an act that is impotent to unite on an ontological (i.e., deeper) level but that functions by bringing together what is already like.
11 Though Eckhart certainly presents love in such a way in some of his texts, his use of love as a metaphor is complex. I believe that overstating this perspective yields an inadequately narrow reading of Eckhart. A fortiori, several of Eckhart's writings privilege love and disclose an intimate interconnection and interdependence between the signifiers of love and being (as well as intellect), for "God is, however, no less and otherwise love than he is his being."
12 Furthermore, while love, for Eckhart, is certainly a relational category, so is being; according to the Meister's writings, both love and being constitute movements toward another because of his so-called metaphysics of flow. 13 13 As will be discussed below, within the parameters of Eckhart's so-called metaphysics of flow, creation is because God gives God's self fully and lovingly through the Trinity into the world (cf., e.g., Eckhart, In Eccli., LW 2, n. 12, 241: "Oportet igitur necessario quod relatio sit, ratione cuius est fecunditas et diffusio in divinis"; see also n. 45, 274). God is in this movement toward alterity that comprises the gift of self (Eckhart, In Ex., LW 2, n. 64, 68: "Id quod est ex altero et ad alterum est"), and creation-sustained by this "being towards"-is "substantiell relationales Sein" (Büchner, Gottes Kreatur-"ein reines Nichts?" 561). Eckhart's metaphysics of flow is thus in many ways a relational metaphysics; contrary to Kern's assertion, I would argue that movement and relationality weaken neither the category of being nor the category of love. Regarding Eckhart's relational ontology, Büchner writes, "Geschöpf und Gott stehen nicht eigentlich in einem Verhältnis zueinander, sondern sie sind dieses Verhältnis . . . Die Wirklichkeit für Eckhart ist in ihrer Tiefe absolute Beziehung. Diese Beziehung zeigt Love in Eckhart's Mysticism 177 tion of love neither attenuates it nor disengages it from being. A more comprehensive interpretation of Eckhart's writings will not merely focus on his referential understanding of love but will also take into account his construal of love as overcoming duality and producing the deepest indistinct union.
The scholarly tendency to overlook Eckhart's use of love in some sermons derives, to some extent, from the presupposition that Eckhart's thought is indeed speculative. The result is the elevation of some texts as "proof-texts" for the speculative nature of his mysticism. In these texts, love reifies and objectifies; it requires additions and attachments ("skin," "garment," "coat," etc.);
14 it cannot love freely, simply, and expansively and therefore cannot be applied to the divine. For example, in German sermon 9, Eckhart argues that love is only capable of loving (minne) God under a coat of goodness (velle der güete), that is, in an externalized form. 15 German sermon 23 also discusses love's disabling preoccupation with goodness. Love is so consumed by goodness, Eckhart claims, that if God were not good, love would not love God or recognize God as God; without goodness, love cannot love. 16 In German sermon 19, Eckhart places knowledge (bekantnisse) above love (minne). 17 He claims that since knowledge removes and abstracts, it pertains more to God than love does, yet, he adds, knowledge carries love within it. 18 The problem with love, Eckhart contends, is that it becomes infatuated with goodness and clings to it like a skin that covers up authentic existence. Beguiled by exteriority, love is incapable of becoming One with what is real. As a result, love remains in the doorway to God's house and can go no further without the assistance of intellect. 19 The intellect, by contrast, seizes God in God's naked and simple being (wesen). Love relies on the aid of the intellect and would wander blind without its assistance: "Therefore knowledge is better, because it leads love," Eckhart asserts. "Love, however, wants desire, longing. One single thought does not add anything to knowledge, but sich in der Zeit als eine des totalen Gebens aus der Fülle und des totalen Empfangens in der Leere und birgt das feste Vertrauen darauf, daß, wenn alle zeitliche Perspektivität wegfällt, auch diese Unterscheidung nicht mehr als solches besteht, sondern ein nach allen Sein hin offenes, wechselseitiges Geben und Nehmen" (Gottes Kreatur-"ein reines Nichts?" rather it detaches and separates itself and runs ahead and touches God, as God is naked, and grasps him only in his being." 20 Consequently, love is occupied by its yearning for experiences and objects, whereas knowledge grasps God in the nude. In German sermon 7, Eckhart portrays love as simply too anemic and distracted to effect any real movement and fusion.
21 Love (which Eckhart connects to the will) joins things, but it does not unite them in one being (an einem wesene); 22 love thus "takes God under a coat, under a garment."
23 Unlike love, intellect (vernünfticheit) has the ability to divest the coarse layers of somethingness and reach God in God's simple wesene, where God lacks all names and all distinctions. 24 However, as the following discussion will bear out, consistently isolating these sermons from the rest of Eckhart's corpus does not capture the full complexity of Eckhart's mysticism. In other writings, Eckhart presents a different and much more positive analysis of the power of love and actually privileges love, placing it at the center of his mystical theology and declaring that it transforms, sets ablaze, and brings about freedom and fusion of identities. the boiling point: love, language, and detachment in eckhart's mystical theology
The significance of love within Eckhart's mysticism comes to light only if considered within the larger framework of his understanding of being, language, and detachment. Such an examination of love within the broader infrastructure of the Meister's mystical theology helps expose the untenability of marginalizing love in his thought. For Eckhart, the process of naming God, self, and the mystical experience is grounded in his metaphysics of flow. 25 The metaphysics of flow marks a circular structural metaphor for Eckhart's fluid architecture of reality. This fluid reality obviates dualism and manifests the close interre- 20 Ibid., 315: "Dar umbe ist diu bekantnisse bezzer, wan si leitet die minne. Aber minne wil begerunge, meinunge. Einen einigen gedank enleget diu bekantnisse niht zuo, mêr: si loeset abe und scheidet sich abe und loufet vor und rü eret got blôz und begrîfet in eine in sînem wesene." 21 lationship between being and love in his thought. The efflux, the flowing forth from the One through the Trinity into creation, and the reflux, the surge back of creation through the Trinity into the One, forms a continuous tide of being and love. 26 In German sermon 94, Eckhart describes how God's warm love boils over and constitutes the munificence of creation; God as love also pulls the soul upward through the power of love (minnen kraft) and heats it up, so that the liquefied soul dissolves and flows into union with God. 27 Eckhart's metaphysics of flow maps a space in which humanity and divinity, time and eternity, flow continuously into and out of one another. 28 He conceptualizes humanity as having two intersecting realities, where temporal human autonomy is grounded in the divine cause. 29 Thus, since creation does not possess its own ontological foundation and is nothing in itself, it has being only through its relationship with ultimate reality, which is richness in itself. 30 Creation has being because of its relationship with God, since God is toward and in creation (as dialectically other and same). Eckhart's configuration of being has significant affective consequences, as his construction of love mirrors being's twofold constitution.
Eckhart's fluid construction of reality underlies a complex perfor- mance of attribution that critiques particularizing referential language, overcomes the binary structures of analogy, and rejects the privileging of any particular signifier. 31 This fluidity inherently censures a dualism between love and being/understanding and underpins Eckhart's integrated conception of the mystical journey. Eckhart's usage of mobile perspectives, dialectics, paradox, and two-term predication reflects the reality that only God has unlimited possession of any positive predicate. 32 Depending on location (as detached or undetached), the human being is either the fullness of a descriptor or a constriction of reality through particularizing language and thought processes.
Another important consideration for the study of love in Eckhart's thought involves the apparent tension between Eckhart's vibrant play with language and metaphor and his seemingly unbending apophatic discourse. How can we reconcile Eckhart's careful crafting of the metaphor of love with his ostensibly uncompromising apophatic mysticism, which seems to subvert the very foundation of metaphor and language?
33 For Eckhart, the process of naming God (and self) requires apophasis and is organically linked to the apophatic praxis of detachment (abegescheidenheit) or, to borrow Denys Turner's phrasing, the "practice of apophatic anthropology."
34 Detachment and apophasis imply the removal, reduction, and cutting away of all that is extraneous and particular for the sake of the one thing alone that matters: what is truly real. The discursive praxis of detachment, that is, apophasis, has the paradoxical effect that it both purifies and transforms language and transgresses and transcends language. 35 It purifies and transforms language insofar as it provides a divine, comprehensive perspective and highlights the interconnection between the divine names. Detachment bridges the gap between Creator and creation, yielding the signifier 31 more expansive so as to include both God and creation, or rather, more accurately for Eckhart, only God. By way of detachment, the human being can name God and self, for detachment unsettles attempts to reify and domesticate God and the human being. Through detachment, the human being truly is, loves, knows, and names God, neighbor, and self in an unmediated way devoid of particularity and dualism.
36 Detachment unveils divine transparency, which ensures a relational unity between the metaphors beyond conflation and evades metaphorical preference. Discursive detachment or apophasis, however, also transgresses and transcends language insofar as Eckhart recognizes that everything, even the Word, becomes silent in the stillness and nothingness of the One. His ontological dialectic becomes a discursive dialectic, which allows him to say, unsay, and be silent as each metaphor expands, contracts, and expires, tracking the circular metaphysics of flow from Oneness into multiplicity and back to Oneness. The Meister advises his audience to be silent (swigen) and not yap (klafen) about God, for if they do they are lying and sinning. 37 This analysis of the fundamental interconnectedness of Eckhart's metaphysics of flow and his employment of language, apophasis, and detachment helps situate affectivity within his thought. The inherent fluidity of Eckhart's structures of reality places love, intellect, and being in a synergetic rather than mutually exclusive relationship. By bringing to light the collaborative relationship of these metaphors in Eckhart's mysticism, it will help us rethink Eckhart's mysticism in a more synthetic way. It will also aid us in developing resources for thinking about the mystical journey in a more inclusive manner.
to become burnt, melted, and wholly love: the integration of love and being in eckhart's mysticism
Having established that Eckhart's mysticism proscribes dualism and stasis, I now turn to an analysis of specific texts that address the intricate relationship between love and being and demonstrate the centrality of love to Eckhart's mystical vision. In a number of his writings, Eckhart's discussion of the nature of love cannot be abstracted from the significant question of love's relationship to being. He portrays the relationship between love and being as reciprocally influential. This converging relationship is cogently illustrated in the Johannine Deus caritas est 36 Eckhart, In Ex., LW 2, n. 57, 63. 37 Eckhart, Pr. 83, DW 3, 442.
(1 John 4:8, 16), a biblical idiom that rings true to Eckhart and becomes central to his understanding of mystical experience.
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Elaborating on an Augustinian theme, Eckhart holds that one becomes what one loves; pure love engenders pure being. 39 In German sermon 38, Eckhart claims that love, like intellect, generates likeness. Thus, if human beings love fragmented and earthly things, they become fragmented and earthly; however, if they love God, they become God. 40 For Eckhart, then, transformation and unification of love unlock and result in transformation and unification of being. At the end of German sermon 10, he modifies the Neoplatonic axiom "like knows like" to "like loves like."
41 He remarks, "Love always loves like; therefore God loves the just man like himself." 42 The transference of the axiom suggests parity and correspondence between love and knowledge.
German sermons 65 and 69 discuss the idea that love is constitutive of God's being and life. In sermon 65, Eckhart maintains that God loves the soul so much that its being and life depend on the necessity of God's love; all creatures are sustained in their being through the love that is God. 43 Furthermore, the Meister argues that God so loves the soul that God's life and being depend on it. 44 Whoever robs God of God's love for the soul also robs God of God's divinity. 45 Sermon 69 radicalizes the claims made in sermon 65: whoever attempts to divest God of God's love for the soul slays God. 46 47 These sermons communicate the relational unity between being and love in God as well as the ontological and affective interdependence of Creator and creation. God's love or God as love is the life-causing and sustaining essence of all existents, including God, without whom nothing exists. According to the sermon's treatment of God as love, Eckhart's God does not reside in frozen self-sufficiency but exists and lives in and through a kenotic, relational movement. Love is hence essential to Eckhart's fluid mysticism and his understanding of God's boiling over into creation.
In German sermon 41, Eckhart explicitly poses the question "What is God's love?" He answers, God's nature (natûre) and being (wesen). 48 Thus, love, being, and nature are united in God as they are commensurate in their simplicity. The Meister, moreover, asserts that love makes the detached human being part of the loving relationship of the Trinity. He explains that God has and is one love; with this same love the Father loves the Son and the detached person, and the Holy Spirit proceeds with and in this same love. 49 Also, in German sermon 39, Eckhart employs his reconfigured version of Augustinian Trinitarian theology as a lens for exploring the interrelationship between love and being. He makes the traditional observation that the Father's being (wesen) consists of bearing the Son and that the Son's being consists of being born in the Father. 50 However, his analysis of the being of the Holy Spirit takes on theurgic overtones reminiscent of such Neoplatonic thinkers as Proclus: "The Holy Spirit's being is that I become burnt in him and become wholly melted in him and become wholly love." 51 The melted soul set ablaze by the love of the Holy Spirit (that is, the love that is the Holy Spirit) is liquefied and absorbed into love and becomes indistinct from it. Eckhart's integration of love into his robust ontology effectively subverts claims that love has no ontological consequence in his mysticism. 47 Ibid.: "Der daz gote benaeme, daz er die sêle niht enminnete, der benaeme im sîn leben und sîn wesen, oder er tôte got, ob man daz sprechen sölte; wan diu selbe minne, dâ mite got die sêle minnet, daz ist sîn leben." 48 Eckhart's construal of pure, detached love as absolutely unified and inclusive negates differences of degree, order, and kind in this love. In his Commentary on the Gospel of John, Eckhart states that perfect love is not stratified by more (plus) or less (minus), degree (gradus) or order (ordo), since it is One. 52 Thus, a person who loves God more than a fellow human being acts in a good but not perfect way. 53 Perfect love, for Eckhart, is God, through whom we love. 54 In the transparency of this love, God loves only God's self since God is the pure, all-encompassing love that permeates and exists in all of creation. 55 God loves everything that is because it is (God). 56 Given that God loves only God's self in the transparency of pure love, God loves everything equally, one like the other and all like God's self: "For One is what God loves and [it is] in itself and in all things." 57 Correspondingly, the human being who loves perfectly ought to love equally and in the same way God in the neighbor and the self, and the neighbor and the self in God, because then she loves one and the same. 58 Pure love of God, self, and neighbor are, hence, equivalent in Eckhart's thought. As a practical upshot of his capacious account of love, Eckhart intensifies the ethical demand to love your neighbor by refusing to sublate it to the love of God.
In German sermon 12, Eckhart coalesces his teaching on the unity of love with his reconceived versions of the golden rule and Christology. "If you love yourself, you love all human beings as yourself," Eckhart contends. "As long as you love one single human being less than yourself, you never truly loved yourself, [that is,] unless you love all human beings as yourself, all human beings in one human being, and the human being is God and human being." 59 Since God loved hu- 52 Eckhart, In Ioh., LW 3, n. 728, 636. 53 Ibid. 54 See, e.g., also Eckhart, S. VI, 3, LW 4, n. 65, 63. 55 See, e.g., also Eckhart, Pr. 73, DW 3, 268. 56 See, e.g., Eckhart, In Sap., LW 2, n. 256, 588: "Igitur deus est ipsum solum quod amat ipse." See, further, ibid., n. 257, 589: "Esse igitur uniuscuiusque ipsum est, in quo, per quod et propter quod deus videt, amat et operatur universaliter omne quod videt, amat et operatur." See also ibid., n. 220, 555, and nn. 255-56, 588. 57 Ibid., n. 258, 590: "Quia unum est quod amat et in se et in omnibus." 58 Eckhart, In Ioh., LW 3, n. 728, 636. Compare also Eckhart, S. XL, 1, LW 4, n. 391, 336; and Pr. 30, DW 2, 105-6. In S. XL, 2, LW 4, n. 394, 339, Eckhart argues that the human being can only truly love self and neighbor in God because of God. In the same sermon, he also inveighs against a solipsistic existence and love and highlights the communal nature of love: "Item: proximum sicut te ipsum, quia nec te ipsum ut tu ipsum." See further Eckhart, S. VI, 1, LW 4, n. 53, 51: "Deus caritas est, primo, quia caritas communis est, nullum excludens." Compare also Eckhart, S. VI, 3, LW 4, n. 65, 63-64. 59 Eckhart, Pr. 12, DW 1, 195: "Hâst dû dich selben liep, sô hâst dû alle menschen liep als dich selben. Die wîle dû einen einigen menschen minner liep hâst dan dich selben, dû manity so much that God took on human nature in general in the incarnation, the human being is called to release the self and become that general communal human being and love humanity in the same indistinct and equal way, in one unified motion that transfigures and renews. 60 If a human being's love differentiates, it is broken and breaks apart the body of humanity. Eckhart's comprehensive teaching of love emphasizes the oneness, community, and solidarity of humanity and marks the eradication of separation and isolation. His central idea of oneness reaches its crescendo at the end of the sermon, where Eckhart's notion of the fusion of identities between God and the human being is inscribed in the metaphor of the eye. "The eye in which I see God is the same eye in which God sees me," Eckhart writes. "My eye and God's eye are one eye and one seeing, one knowing and one loving." 61 The metaphor of the eye conveys the disintegration of the Godcreature, subject-object, and self-other distinctions. It also expresses a unity among the signifiers as well as the oneness and intactness of the action brought about by the merger: there is one vision, one love, and one understanding. 62 Eckhart's dialectical and fluid mysticism opens up his signifiers to one another. Without conflating the signifiers, it dismantles stable boundaries among them and casts them as dynamic concepts, stemming from the same ground. Eckhart's recourse to a relational understanding of being, knowing, and love to sketch his conception of an interconnected reality undercuts a divide between ontology, epistemology, and affectivity in his thought.
While love is constitutive of the divine overflow that is creation, it also comprises the journey back into a union that dissolves stagnant subject-object divisions. As noted above, in German sermon 5a Eckhart claims that the person who truly loves God becomes God, for this kind of love demands oneness. 63 Love always seeks to become One with the beloved. 64 Employing a hunting metaphor in German sermon 63, Eckhart maintains that God passionately chases (iaget) after all creatures with God's love (mynne), so that all creatures will reciprocally desire to gewünne dich selben nie liep in der wârheit, dû enhabest denne alle menschen liep als dich selben, in einem menschen alle menschen, und der mensche ist got und mensche." 60 love and chase after God since that is lüsticlich for God. 65 All things and acts are compelled by the desire to love with the love that is God and are only satiated by this love. 66 This yearning compels the detached soul to become One with the love that is God in an indistinct union. 67 In perfect unity, the soul even shares in the ubiquity and purity of God's love: "God is everywhere in the soul, and it is everywhere in him; hence, God is an all without all [things] , and it [the soul that is in love] is with him an all without all [things] ." 68 Other Eckhart sermons also address the profound unifying and permeating effects of love. In German sermon 27, Eckhart holds that through true love, likeness and equality arise between two parties who may have been unlike before but who become like through love. 69 Nevertheless, it is evident that love does not merely bridge the gap of unlikeness by effectuating likeness but that it probes deeper: love also unites as the lover is transformed into the beloved. In order for two to become One, one of the lovers must wholly lose its being (wesen) and sink itself into the being of its lover. 70 Eckhart here transcribes the scriptural exhortation to love one another ( John 13:34 and 15:12, 17; 1 John 3:11, 23) to mean to love in another. 71 This characteristically Eckhartian transposition of meaning gives the admonition a distinctly perichoretic reading: if the soul loves God perfectly, it is in God and equal to God. 72 In German sermon 32, Eckhart also sketches the mutual perichoresis and union brought about by love. He contends that in divine love, "God is pulled through the soul and the soul is pulled through God." 73 Displaying the cohesive nature of intellect and love in his mysticism, Eckhart argues that the soul attains perfection by grasping God in perfect understanding and uniting with God in perfect love. 74 As exemplified in these sermons, love has extensive ontological impact; love both brings together and unites on a deeper substantial level; it both presupposes two and transcends duality; it is both the motion that strives, longs, and searches and the stillness of rest, embrace, and submersion.
Sermon 83 illustrates Eckhart's flexibility regarding transcendental terms and the sophisticated performance of attribution at the core of his hermeneutics. In the homily, he creatively employs the concepts of love and understanding and subjects them to the process of apophasis. He cultivates a linguistic and methodological ambiguity that manifests the dialectical, circular process of saying and unsaying and his efforts to transform and transcend language. The text lucidly depicts the relationship of correlation between the signifiers and their situatedness in the oneness of ultimate reality. Eckhart grounds his discussion of the interplay of the terms in his apophatic method by asserting that God is nameless since God is beyond understanding and predication. 75 Following the Book of Causes proposition 5 (6), he maintains that human conception and attribution imposed on the void that is God disclose more about the human subject than about an incomprehensible and ineffable First Cause. 76 Consequently, since even ascribing goodness, wisdom, and being to God constitutes a blasphemous lie, Eckhart counsels his audience to be silent and to "sink out of your yourness and dissolve into his hisness, and your 'yours' and his 'his' should become one 'mine' so wholly that you with him understand eternally his unbecome 'isness' and unnameable nothingness." 77 Nonetheless, Eckhart immediately complicates his apophatic discourse by analyzing the six powers of the soul and linking the three superior powers (memory, intellect, and will or love) to the persons of the Trinity.
78 While Eckhart compares memory to the Father, he likens the power of intellect to the Son. 79 He defines the latter power as a knowing (or, perhaps rather, unknowing) without images, without a medium, and without likeness, which can be achieved solely through 74 Ibid., 145-46. 75 Eckhart, Pr. 83, DW 3, 441. 76 Ibid., 441-43. 77 Ibid., 443: "Dv solt alzemal entzinken diner dinisheit vnd solt zer fliesen in sine sinesheit vnd sol din din und sin sin éin min werden als genzlich, das dv mit ime verstandest ewiklich sin vngewordene istikeit vnd sin vngenanten nitheit." 78 Ibid., 446-48. 79 Ibid., 446-47.
indistinct union. 80 In his discussion of will and love, the Meister connects the powers to the Holy Spirit. 81 He reads love-as in his analysis of intellect-from the perspective of detachment, whylessness, and identity; he strips the term bare of additions and projections and moves beyond all referential content, reaching the startling conclusion that God is beyond minne and minneklicheit. "You should love God apart from his loveableness," he urges, "that is: not because he is loveable for God is unloveable; he is above all love and loveableness. . . . You should love him as he is One not-god, One not-spirit, One not-person, One not-image, further: as he is a simple, pure, clear One, separated from all duality, and in the One we should eternally sink down out of something into nothing." 82 Eckhart thus deconstructs a dualistic paradigm in favor of a correlative and integrative usage of the transcendental terms by rooting them in the dynamic unity and nothingness of the divine ground.
an expectant love without a why: eckhart's affective reading of birthing and living without a why Love becomes a vibrant site in several of Eckhart's sermons for elucidating two of his most important notions: birthing, which marks a fusion of identities between human and divine, and living without a why, which indicates a free, purposeless way of life. In German sermon 28, Eckhart states that love has no why (diu minne enhât kein warumbe), for pure love always rests in the goodness of someone's nature and does not seek a goal and reason beyond that. 83 Eckhart insists elsewhere that if God is loved because of something else that is not God (sie minnent got umbe iht anders, daz got niht enist), then God was never truly loved, but the human being operates in the same ambit as Judas, selling God 80 Ibid., 447. 81 Ibid. 82 Ibid., 447-48: "Du solt got minnen svnder minneklicheit, dc ist: nvt Dar vmbe, dc er minneklich si, wand got ist vnminneklich; Er ist vber alle minne vnd minneklicheit. . . . Dv solt in minnen, als er ist Ein nit-got, Ein nit-geist, Ein nit-persone, Ein nut-bilde, Mer: als er ein luter pur clar Ein ist, gesvndert von aller zweiheite, vnd in dem einen svlen wir ewiklich versinken von [n]ite zv nvte." 83 Eckhart, Pr. 28, DW 2, 59. See also Eckhart, Pr. 27, DW 2, 59. Eckhart's notion of loving "without a why" in many ways disrupts the ordo caritatis as outlined by, for example, Augustine. For Augustine, ordered love is guided by a propter Deum (De doctr. Christ. 3.10.16, and Serm. 336.2). See further Thomas Aquinas's notion-similar to Augustine's position-that caritas always has a propter Deum (ST IIa IIae, q. 23, a. 5; and Quaest. Disp. de car. a. 5). For Eckhart, even this noble "why" constitutes a teleological construction that needs to be vitiated in detachment.
cheaply just as Judas sold God. 84 The Book of "Benedictus": The Book of Divine Consolation joins the notions of loving without a why and birthing. In the text, Eckhart posits that God, who is pure Love, loves because of loving and works because of working (er minnet durch minne, und er würket durch würken). 85 The coincidence of identities that occurs through birthing engenders a circularity: the perfectly detached person who is born as the Son of God loves God because of the love of God (durch minnen-got).
86 Birthing and detachment thus leave only one whyless, transparent love that is God and that overflows out of the ground.
Latin sermon XL, 2, presents ecstatic love as an authentic love that lacks a why. The sermon is significant because it runs counter to assumptions that Eckhart eschews ecstasy as an expression of mystical experience (presumably since an ecstatic spirituality characterized the kind of women's mysticism that he attempted to critique in his own thought). 87 To be sure, the use of ecstasy as a central category is relatively rare in Eckhart's writings since he feared that rapture (like the pleasant feelings of sweetness, delight, and consolation) would become an attachment and not brim with minnewerk. 88 However, its inclusion demonstrates the openness of Eckhart's mysticism and his refusal to hegemonize certain categories and experiences in the mystical journey.
Following his usual hermeneutical methodology, Eckhart disconnects, rearranges, and reconnects the words in the command to love your neighbor as yourself (Lev. 19:18; Matt. 19:19 and 22:39) in order to uncover the polyvalent meanings of the biblical pericope. Eckhart takes as the starting point for his analysis Dionysius the Areopagite's contention that love effectuates ecstasy as it draws the lover out of itself 84 and into the beloved. 89 The true lover renounces self-love, loves nothing but the beloved, and is wholly absorbed into the beloved. 90 The less the lover searches for the self in the beloved, the more truly and perfectly the lover loves the beloved, for the lover has no why beyond the beloved. 91 Anything but a whyless love hinders ecstasy, that is, the movement of going beyond the solipsistic self and leaping into the beloved. 92 A pure and perfect love releases the human being beyond the self into the divine ground, which is also the ground of the soul; here, the soul loves God in God's self as well as God in all things out of its own ground. Eckhart's configuration of love in the sermon suggests that the vitality of whyless, ecstatic love prompts a fusion of identities between Creator and creature. This text, therefore, disabuses interpretations of Eckhart that construe love as powerless to unsettle fixed subject-object distinctions.
Eckhart's reappraisal of John 13:34-35 in German sermon 75 presents an original reading of the pericope that reconceptualizes Jesus's commandment to the disciples to love one another as he had loved them. Eckhart radicalizes the mandate as he translates it into a directive to love extensively in and through the divine love that encompasses God's flow out into creation and back into union. This vast love is, the reader learns, a perpetually expectant love that rests on Eckhart's construal of God as eternally pregnant: a pregnant God births the world as God spills over into creation, and births the soul as the Son as the soul swirls in perfect co-identity in the inner-Trinitarian self-love and self-knowledge.
In the homily, Eckhart expands the notion of love in the biblical text by transcribing it as three ascending forms of love: a good form of natural love, a better form of love given by grace, and a perfect form of divine love. 93 Through God's first love, human beings learn about the natural goodness that renders God pregnant (swanger) from all eternity in the Image, bilde (which Eckhart often links to Christ and the uncreated spark in the soul), 94 and that propels God to billow, boil, ituality: detachment, the active life of Leah, the contemplative life of Rachel, and a soul that ascends to indistinct union, where it receives all that God may offer. 105 Eckhart's affective readings of living without a why and of birthing-two of his most essential concepts that have been viewed as providing compelling evidence of the radically speculative character of his mysticism-spurn any divorce between love, being, and intellect in his writings. The Meister's employment of nuptial love to unpack his notions of apophasis and indistinct union further indicates the truly synthetic nature of his mystical theology. a secret treasure chamber: nuptial love in eckhart's mysticism An important image employed by Eckhart-as well as by Bernard of Clairvaux and some medieval women mystics-to communicate fundamental tenets of his mysticism is the bridal love between the Bridegroom (Christ) and the bride (the soul) depicted in the Song of Songs. 106 German sermon 71 adopts nuptial love to unlock two significant elements of his thought: apophasis and indistinct union.
In the sermon, Eckhart scrutinizes God's namelessness through an affective and nuptial prism, claiming that God is without name because the bride does not seek to circumscribe or objectify her lover by naming him. 107 He finds material in the Song of Songs (Sg. 3:2-4) and filters God's ineffability through the feverish, consuming love of the bride who searches for her lover. Eckhart provides four reasons why the soul cannot name him whom it loves. 108 First, God is nameless because God is above all names. 109 Second, when the soul passes over into God through love and fades away in a fusion of identities, it knows nothing but love (since only like can know and love like), and no space exists between the lovers to create the duality necessary to name something, for a sign or a signifier demands distinction. 110 Pure love and true lovers thus disallow duality. The third reason builds on the second: there is not enough time to name God, for the perfectly detached person cannot turn away from her lover long enough; as she can only love, know, and be Love in the transparency of lovers, she cannot utter anything but Love.
111 Finally, the soul that hovers in the love of lovers does not believe that God has any other name but love, since love contains all other names (si nennet alle namen in der minne). 112 Eckhart, hence, does not consider a referential use of the love metaphor here, since it would preserve and guard duality. The significance of his reflections on bridal love and namelessness in sermon 71 is that they provide him with resources to criticize and deconstruct the objectification and particularization inherent in referential language about God and the self. The detached usage of language transcends particularity and releases its wider discursive potentiality. Paradoxically, it is Eckhart's commitment to apophatic theology that sustains and expands his use of metaphor, imagery, and language.
Preached at a convent of Cistercian nuns in Cologne, where the Bernardine mystical heritage was a vibrant part of the spirituality, Sermon 22 presents a forceful example of Eckhart's appropriation of a nuptial mysticism that resonates with Bernard of Clairvaux. 113 In a beautiful passage, Eckhart describes how God created the soul according to the highest perfection to be the beloved bride (brût) of the Son. 114 Aware of this, the Son as king (künic) steps out of the secret treasure chamber of the eternal Fatherhood (ûzer sîner heimlîcher triskamer der êwigen veterlicheit) in order to exalt his female friend (vriundinne) to whom he is eternally wedded, so that she may return with him "into the exaltation from which she came," that is, the hidden divinity. 115 The king, suffering torments of love (leit sîne pîne von minne), leaps out like a young roebuck after his bride, even as he wishes to go back into his bridal chamber to unite with her. 116 Eckhart's description of the king's bound- ing and soaring while remaining perfectly grounded within approaches an ecstatic depiction. In the sermon, Eckhart maps a movement of return into union in the hidden divinity-the in principio, which is the pure beginning and the end of all being 117 -that embraces all of creation: "When he went out from the highest [place] of all, he wanted to go in again with his bride to the purest [place] of all and wanted to reveal to her the hidden secret of his hidden divinity, where he rests with himself [and] with all creatures." 118 The bridal chamber therefore connotes the placeless place and timeless time before God became God and creation became creation.
The varieties of nuptial imagery in Eckhart's writings should be viewed not as anomalies but rather as witnesses to the inclusiveness of his mysticism. While they ultimately must be discarded in the face of the divine transparent nothingness, these different images communicate the pathless path to and union with God. Eckhart's conceptual flexibility is also evident in his discussion of the Dionysian celestial hierarchies as gateways into God; in some of his sermons, he not only construes love as the most powerful spiritual faculty but also disposes of the intellect at a lower stage in the mystical journey.
with the wings of seraphim: love's journey into god A number of Eckhart's sermons frame the vital role of love by way of Dionysius the Areopagite's celestial hierarchies. In German sermon 90 A/B, Eckhart wrestles with the question of how the soul transcends all things natural and unites with a supernatural God. 119 This brief passage proves to be significant in terms of unlocking the relationship between love and knowledge in Eckhart's mystical theology. Sermon 90 A/B can be found in the "Paradisus anime intelligentis" collection, which generally privileges the intellect topos as an apposite descriptor for God and the experience of God. 120 However, in this text Eckhart argues that the soul attains union with the divine through love alone. In a direct address to the itinerant noble soul, the Meister urges it to put on its walking shoes, which are metaphors for verstantnisse and minne.
Then, Eckhart explains, the soul steps over its own understanding and continues its travels "one-shoed" over the three hierarchies (which most likely refer to the three highest Dionysian celestial hierarchies, the Thrones, the Cherubim, and the Seraphim). 122 Wearing only the walking shoe of love, the soul leaps into the heart of God, which is also God's hiddenness. 123 Though located within a sermon collection that is generally seen as giving preference to speculation, this sermon is significant for our analysis of the function of love in Eckhart's mysticism since it proposes a mystical model in which intellect is thrust aside and minne transports the soul into God. While this sermon privileges the role of love at the final juncture of the mystical crossing, it most importantly attests to the expansive nature of Eckhart's broader mystical vision.
A comparison of German sermons 37 and 60 and Latin sermon VI, 1-where each interprets love through the lens of Dionysius's celestial hierarchies-further illuminates Eckhart's flexibility regarding transcendental terms. His refusal to ultimately favor any particular signifier shows the fluidity of his mysticism, which repudiates a dualism between the divine attributes. In German sermon 37, Eckhart connects the highest echelon of the Dionysian celestial hierarchies with understanding. According to the Meister, these angelic choirs are like the intellect (vernünfticheit) and keep God in themselves. 124 Ascension of these celestial hierarchies leads to an unmediated comprehension of the divine for the naked intellect. "With these angels," Eckhart writes, "the intellect grasps God in his dressing-room, naked, as he is One without distinction." 125 It is significant to note that Eckhart here links this uppermost level of the celestial hierarchies solely with the faculty of the intellect; only the intellect can ascend and comprehend indistinctly. However, if we turn to two of Eckhart's other sermons that also center on the celestial hierarchies, we see that he here privileges love as a minnen kraft: concluding reflections A careful analysis of Meister Eckhart's opus supports the claim that love is fully integrated into the texture of his mysticism. Taken in its entirety, Eckhart's work provides a poignant witness to the enduring power of love in the mystical experience. The powerful love topos aptly suits Eckhart's need for a signifier that is so supple in scope that it includes Creator and creation, everything and nothing. In much of the past scholarship on Eckhart (and other mystics), the categories of love, being, and intellect have been conceived of as too static, the boundaries between them too rigid. However, a more comprehensive reading of Eckhart makes it clear that we need to rethink what kind of mystic Eckhart was, especially given how fluidly he conceives of the relationship between transcendental terms. Eckhart's apophatic, nonreferential discourse not only unsettles a putatively dichotomous relationship between affectivity and speculation but renders such distinctions moot. In the dialectics of saying and unsaying, Eckhart's mysticism dynamically opens up the signifiers to one another to create a luminous vision of what it means to exist in the unitive space where humanity and divinity coinhere.
The recognition of the central locus of love in Eckhart's thought has implications not only for our understanding of Eckhart's work but for our understanding of Christian mysticism as a whole. First, it invites us to revisit the relationship between love, intellect, and being in a number of Christian mystics (particularly in the mystics influenced by Eckhart) and to engage in a richer reading of them that moves beyond such heuristic tools as "speculative" and "affective," which contract the field of meaning and make it difficult to appreciate the full complexity of the mystical text. Second, it cautions against essentialist readings, especially as linked to the categories "speculative" and "affective." In Eckhart's case, the assumption that his mysticism is one-sidedly speculative has pitted it against the purportedly one-sidedly affective spirituality of certain women mystics from the late medieval world. Such a reading has not only created a problematic division between love and intellect/being but has also resulted in a distorted understanding of Eckhart's relationship with women mystics as well as a static and oppositional sense of male and female forms of mysticism (as if these were monolithic reifications). While scholars are increasingly and forcefully rejecting a blanket categorization of women's mysticism as affective, anti-intellectual, and emotional, a comparable rejection of the similarly reductive and essentialist classification of Eckhart has been slow to come. It may be because we have a truncated understand-
